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ABSTRACT: Binary information is transmitted as a single 
sideband signal to a receiving station. The binary signal is ?rst 
converted to a three level signal. Phase quadrative versions of 
this three level signal are produced by using two modulators 
supplied with 90 relative phase shifted versions of a carrier 
equal to one quarter of the binary pulse frequency. The phase 
shifted versions of the three level signal are then each modu 
lated on phase quadrature versions of the transmission 
frequency carriers and combined for transmission as a single 
sideband signal. The two carriers are transmitted as a pilot. 
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TRANSMITTER FOR ?llNGLE SIDEBAND 
Tl’iANSMllSSlON 'MVAILENT 0F PULSE 

A prior US. Pat. application No. 532,744 ?led Mar. 8, 1966 
describes a transmission device in a transmission system for 
the transmission of information signals which are formed by 
bivalent pulses the instants of occurrence of which coincide 
with a series of equidistant clock pulses in which transmission 
device the pulses are applied to an amplitude modulator 
device and associated carrier oscillator, the transmission 
device furthermore being provided with a transmission net 
work which has a transmission characteristic corresponding to 
that of a difference producer to which the input signal is ap 
plied directly on the one hand and through a delay element on 
the other hand, and in which a single sideband ?lter is con 
nected to the output'of the amplitude modulator device which 
?lter together with the transmission network passes exclusive 
ly one of the two sideband signals occurring~at the output of 
the amplitude modulator device, while at least one pilot signal 
is cotransmitted with the output signals to be transmitted of 
the amplitude modulator device. 
As has extensively been described in the main application a 

transmission device for the transmission of pulses is thus ob 
tained in which, with extreme simplicity of equipment, the 
transmission speed which is possible, for certain frequency 
band is increased to a maximum. 
An object of the invention is to provide a'transmission 

device of the kind described in which the cutoff frequency of 
the single sideband ?lter is independent of the frequency loca 
tion of the single sideband signal to be transmitted at the out 
put of the transmission device and which cutoff frequency is 
exclusively determined by the transmission speed so that the 
construction of the single sideband ?lter is considerably sim 
pli?ed and the transmission device is particularly suitable for 
construction as an integrated circuit. 
According to the invention the transmission device is 

characterized in that it includes a plurality of channels to 
which the pulses are applied in a parallel arrangement, each 
channel being provided with an amplitude modulator con 
nected to a common carrier oscillator, in which amplitude 
modulators the pulses are modulated on carrier oscillations 
having a common frequency which is equal to one quarter of 
the clock pulse frequency and having a phase shift which is 
different for each channel, a single sideband ?lter in the form 
of a low-pass ?lter being connected to the output of each am 
plitude modulator, the cutoff frequency of said ?lter being 
slightly higher than one quarter of the clock pulse frequency, 
each channel furthermore being provided with a second am 
plitude modulator likewise connected to a common carrier 
oscillator, in which second amplitude modulators the signals 
derived from the single sideband ?lters are modulated on car 
rier oscillations having a common frequency and a phase shift 
which ls equal to the phase shift of the carrier oscillation for 
the first amplitude modulator in the relevant channel, the out 
puts of the second amplitude modulators being connected to a 
combination device from which the single sideband signal to 
be transmitted is derived. 

in order that the invention may be readily carried into effect 
it will now be described in detail by way of example with 
reference to the accompanying diagrammatic drawings in 
which: 

FllG. ll shows a transmission device according to the inven 
tion; 
FiGS. Za-Ze show a few‘frequency characteristics to ex 

plain the transmission device of FIG. ll; 
MG. 3 shows a modi?cation of the transmission device of 

HG. ll; ' 

FIGS. da-de show a few frequency characteristics to ex 
plain the transmission device of FIG. 3. 
The transmission device of FIG. i according to the inven 

tion is equipped to transmit information signals through a 
telephony connection at a given bandwidth of, for example, 4 
kcJs. which signals are formed by bivalent pulses originating 
from a pulse source 1 the instants of occurrence of which 
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2 
coincide with a series of equidistant clock pulses, for example, 
originating from a clock pulse generator 2. The transmission 
speed of the bivalent pulses is, for example, 4000 Baud, which 
corresponds to a clock pulse frequency of 4 kc./s. 
The bivalent pulses in the transmission device described are 

transmitted by means of single sideband amplitude modula 
tion with carrier suppressing and permitting of synchronous 
detection at the receiver end. The main application extensive 
ly describes the manner in which this method of modulation is 
made possible by modifying the frequency spectrum of the 
bivalent pulses and in which manner the original bivalent pul 
ses at the receiver end can be recovered with the aid of a sim 
ple full-wave recti?cation by using a pulse transformation 
prior to this spectrum modi?cation. To this end the pulses 
originating from pulse source 1 in the transmission device are 
applied to a code converter 3 which is provided with a trans 
mission network 4 which brings about the desired spectrum 
modi?cation and which has the form of a difference producer 
5 to which the pulses are directly applied on the one hand and 
through a delay element 6 on the other hand, while a pulse 
transformation device 7 preceding the transmission network 4 
is included in the code converter 3 which transformation 
device brings about the pulse transformation associated with 
the spectrum modi?cation and which has the form of a modu 
lo-2-adder 8 to which the pulses from pulse source 1 are ap 
plied on the one hand and the output pulses of the pulse trans 
formation device 7 delayed through the delay element 6 on 
the other hand. The output pulses of the code converter are 
passed on to a low-pass ?lter 9 the cutoff frequency of which is 
slightly higher than half the clock pulse frequency, for exam 
ple, 2.1 kc./s. ‘ 
As has been described in the main application the pulsatory 

output signal of the low-pass ?lter 9 is modulated on a carrier 
oscillation in an amplitude modulator device with carrier sup 
pressing and for further transmission exclusively one of the 
sideband signals occurring at the output of the amplitude 
modulator device is passed by a single sideband ?lter at the 
output of the amplitude modulator device in cooperation with 
the transmission network 4, while pilot signals are cotrans 
mitted with the single sideband signal to be transmitted in 
order to be able to faithfully restore the carrier oscillation and 
the clock pulses at the receiver end. 
To considerably simplify the single sideband ?lter used the 

transmission device according to the invention includes a plu 
rality of channels 10, ill to which the pulses are applied in a 
parallel arrangement, each channel 10, 11 being provided 
with amplitude modulators 13, M connected to a common 
carrier oscillator 12, in which amplitude modulators 13, id 
the pulses are modulated on carrier oscillations having a com 
mon frequency which is equal to one quarter of the clock 
pulse frequency and having a phase shift which is different for 
each channel 110, ill, single sideband ?lters 115, M in the form 
of low-pass ?lters being connected to the outputs of the am 
plitude modulators 13, M, the cutoff frequency of said ?lters 
being slightly higher than a quarter of the clock pulse frequen 
cy, while each channel It), ill is furthermore provided with 
second amplitude modulators i8, 19 likewise connected to a 
common carrier oscillator 117, in which second amplitude 
modulators 118, 19 the signals derived from the single sideband 
?lters 15, to are modulated on carrier oscillations having a 
common frequency and a phase shift which is equal to the 
phase shift of the carrier oscillation of the ?rst amplitude 
modulators i3, M in the relevant channels i0, ii the outputs 
of the second amplitude modulators iii, 19 being connected to 
a combination device 20 from which the single sideband signal 
to be transmitted is derived. 

in the embodiment shown wherein the number of channels 
110, ill is two, the phase shift of the carrier oscillations 
between the channels is 90° which phase shift is effected with 
the aid of a 90° phase-shifting network 21 for the ?rst am 
plitude modulators i3, i4 and with the aid of a 90° phase 
shifting network 22 for the second amplitude modulators m, 
19. The carrier oscillator R2 for the ?rst amplitude modulators 
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13, 14 is formed by a frequency divider connected to the clock 
pulse generator 2 and having a division factor of 4 followed by 
a selection ?lter, which carrier oscillator 12 thus supplies car 
rier oscillations at a frequency of l kc./s., while the cutoff 
frequency of the single sideband ?lters 15, 16 is slightly higher 
than I kc./s. The carrier frequency of the carrier oscillator 17 
is, for example, 62 kc./s. The amplitude modulators 13, 14, 
18, 19 are constructed as push-pull modulators, for example, 
ring modulators. Furthermore, the channels 10, 11 include 

5 

combination devices 23, 24 in series with the single sideband lo 
?lters 15, 16 in which combination device a pilot signal the 
frequency of which is equal to one quarter of the clock pulse 
frequency and thus in this case is equal to I kc./s. is combined 
at a suitable chosen level with the output signals of the am 
plitude modulators l3, 14. A pilot signal which is obtained, for 
example, by mixing the second carrier frequency of 62 kc./s. 
with the ?rst carrier frequency of l kc./s. in a mixer stage 25 
with associated selection ?lter 26 is combined, after suitable 
phase adjustment in a phase-shifting network 27, at a suitably 
chosen level in an adder 28 with the single sideband signal oc 
curring at the output of the combination device 20. The carri 
er frequency of 62 kc./s. for the synchronous detection and 
the clock pulse frequency of 4 kc./s. for the regeneration of 
the bivalent pulses can be recovered from these two pilot 
signals at the receiver end. 
The code converter 3 used in the transmission device is of a 

type which is more generally described in prior U.S. Pat. No. 
3,456,l99 in which it is stated that for a delay time NT of the 
delay element 6, wherein N is larger than 1 and T is equal to 
the clock pulse period, the transmission characteristic of the 
transmission network 4 has zero’s for the frequencies f=0 and 
FkNT wherein k=l, 2, 3 ..., while the preceding pulse trans 
formation device 7 then brings about the required pulse trans 
formation so that the original bivalent pulses can simply be 
recovered at the receiver end by full~wave recti?cation. 

In the transmission device of FIG. I the delay time of delay 
element 6 is chosen to be 2T, the clock pulse period T in the 
relevant case being 0.25 msec. and zero's occurring in the 
transmission characteristic for the frequencies #4), f=%T, 
f=lT,f=3/2T,.... etc. 
The operation of the transmission device of FIG. 1 will now 

further be described with reference to the frequency charac 
teristics of FIG. 2. 

In FIG. 2a shows the amplitude frequency characteristic of 
the transmission network 4. Under in?uence of this transmis 
sion characteristic the DC component and the components of 
the pulse spectrum at regular frequency distances l/2T are 
suppressed. The suppression of the spectrum components at 
the frequency f=l/2T simpli?es the construction of low-pass 
?lter 9 by means of which, as usual, the spectrum components 
above half the clock frequency f=l/2T are suppressed. The 
transmission characteristic of code converter 3 and low-pass 
?lter 9 in series therewith is shown in FIG. 2 at b. The output 
signal of the low-pass ?lter 9 at a bandwidth of l/2T and with 
suppressed spectrum components at the frequencies f=0 and 
Fl/a-T is applied in a parallel arrangement to the channels 10, 
11 and is modulated on carrier oscillations in the amplitude 
modulators I3, 14 with carrier suppressing, which oscillations 
have a frequency Fl/4T which is equal to the central frequen 
cy of the output signal of the low-pass ?lter 9 and a mutual 
phase difference of 90°. As is shown at c in FIG. 2 two side 
bands arise in this modulation process on either side of the 
carrier frequency f=l/4T, half the lower sideband occurring in 
lower sideband location in the frequency band of from f=0 to 
f=l/a-T and the other half of this lower sideband (shown in a 
broken line in FIG. 20) likewise occurring in the frequency 
band of from [=0 to FIMT, but now in upper sideband loca 
tion due to the fold over of the frequency spectrum at the 
frequency f==0. The upper sideband of the output signal of the 
amplitude modulators 13, M is suppressed with the aid of the 
single sideband ?lters I5, 16 formed by low-pass ?lters the cu 
toff frequency of which is located at f=l/4T so that after addi 
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4 
of the combination devices 23, 24 a composite signal occurs 
which consists of the two halves of the lower sideband, one in 
lower sideband location and the other in upper sideband loca 
tion and the bandwidth of which is l/4T as is shown at d in 
FIG. 2. 

If these composite signals derived from the combination 
devices 23, 24 are modulated, in the two amplitude modula 
tors 18, 19 with carrier suppressing, on carrier oscillations at a 
frequency fc=kc./s. and at a mutual phase difference of 90°, 
sidebands arise at the outputs of the amplitude modulators 18, 
19 on either side of the carrier frequency f‘ which sidebands 
each correspond separately to the composite signal at d in 
FIG. 2 which two sideband signals together form two over 
lapping single sideband signals of the signal shown at bin FIG. 
2 in the frequency band from fc=l/4T to fc+l/4T, one signal in 
lower sideband location and the other in upper sideband loca 
tion. These single sideband signals which are located in the 
same frequency band then occur with a mutually equal phase 
at the amplitude modulator l8 and with a mutually opposite 
phase at the amplitude modulator 19. Addition of these output 
signals at the amplitude modulators 18, 19 in the combination 
device 20 then results in a normal single sideband signal in the 
frequency band from ?.—l/4T to ?+l /4T in lower sideband lo 
cation and accompanied by a pilot signal at a frequency of 
fc+l4T. The other pilot signal at a frequency of fc—l/4T is 
now obtained with the aid of the mixer stage 25 and the selec 
tion ?lter 26 and is added in the adder 28 to the single side 
band signal so that the output signal of the transmission device 
has the frequency characteristic shown at e in FIG. 2. 
For completeness’ sake it is noted that subtraction of the 

output signals at the amplitude modulators 18, 19 in the com 
bination device 20 likewise results in a normal single sideband 
signal in the same frequency band, but now in upper sideband 
location and accompanied by a pilot signal having a frequency 
of fC-—l/4T, the pilot signal having a frequency of fc+l/4T 
being obtained by mixing in a similar manner. 
A single sideband signal in the frequency band from fc—1 /4T 

is obtained in this manner in the transmission device accord 
ing to the invention in which in addition to simplicity of con 
struction due to the suppression of the spectrum components 
near the cutoff frequency (compare c and d in FIG. 2) the 
required single sideband ?lters 15, 16 have the additional con 
siderable advantage of a cutoff frequency of f=l/4T which is 
independent on the ultimate frequency location of the single 
sideband signal around the carrier frequency f, of the carrier 
oscillator 17 and which is exclusively determined by the trans 
mission speed of the bivalent pulses to be transmitted and 
originating from the pulse source 1. Due to this simplicity of 
the single sideband ?lters 15, 16 formed by low-pass ?lters the 
transmission device is eminently suitable for construction as 
an integrated circuit. 
An interesting modi?cation of the transmission device of 

FIG. 1 is shown in FIG. 3 in which corresponding elements of 
FIGS. 1 and 3 are indicated by the same reference numerals. 
The transmission device of FIG. 3 differs from that of FIG. 1 

in that the delay time of the delay element 6 is chosen to be 4T 
so that the transmission characteristic of the transmission net 
work 4 illustrated in FIG. 4a now has zero’s at the frequencies 
f=0,_)%l/4T,Fl/2T,F3/4T,Fl/T,... etc. As a result not only 
the spectrum components at the frequencies f=0 and f=ll2T 
but also the spectrum components at the frequency f=1l4T 
are suppressed in the output signal of the low-pass ?lter 9 as is 
shown by the frequency characteristic at b in FIG. 4. In the 
same manner as in the transmission device of FIG. 1 modula 
tion of this output signal on the carrier oscillations having a 
frequency off=l/4T in the amplitude modulators l3, 14 then 
results in a modulated signal having a spectrum shown at c in 
FIG. 4 and giving rise to a composite signal having a spectrum 
shown at d in FIG. 4 after suppression of the components 
above the frequency f=l/4T by means of the single sideband 
?lters I5, 16 and after addition of the pilot signals of the 
frequency Fl/4T, while modulation of this composite signal 

tion of the pilot signals at the frequency f~=l /4T to the outputs 75 on the carrier oscillations at the frequency fc in the amplitude 



5 
modulators l8, l9 and addition of the modulated signals in the 
combination device 20 ?nally results in the single sideband 
signal in the frequency band from ?-l/4T to j;_.+l/4T in lower 
sideband location and accompanied by a pilot signal of the 
frequency fc+l/4T, to which signals a pilot signal of the 
frequency fc may be added in this case. 
The suppression of components in the pulse- spectrum at the 

frequency f=ll4T occurring in the transmission device of FIG. 
3 provides the advantage that the amplitude modulators l3, 
18 in channel 10 and the amplitude modulators 14, 19 in 
channel 11 are decoupled for direct current on the one hand 
(compare din FIG. 4 and d in FIG. 2) while the spectrum com 
ponents at the carrier frequency are absent in the single 
sideband signal at the output of the combination device 20 on 
the other hand (compare e in FIG. 4 and e in FIG. 2) so that a 
pilot signal for recovering the carrier frequency 11. may directly 
be added to the single sideband signal without mixing it with 
another pilot signal. > 

The number of channels 10, 11 which is two in the transmis 
sion devices described so far may be extended without dif 
?culty to m for m=3, 4, 5, ...., in which the phase shifts in each 
channel are the same for the two carrier oscillations at the 
frequencies f=ll4T and f=fc and for the subsequent channels 
always increase by an amount of q'l80° m wherein q m and 
q=l , 2, 3, ,,, , for example, when q=l and m=3 the said phase 
shift for the ?rst channel is 0", for the second channel 60° and 
for the third channel 120°. Addition of the modulated signals 
of the m channels in the combination device 20 then results in 
a single sideband signal in lower sideband location. An ad 
vantage of the extension of the number of channels is that 
small errors in the phase shifts for the channels become less 
important as the number of channels increases. 

It is to be noted that in the transmission device of FIG. 1 the 
two pilot signals of the frequencies f,:—l/4T and f,+l/4T can 
alternatively be obtained by applying a pilot signal of the 
frequency f'—-l/4T to only one channel, for example, channel 
10 so that the combination device 24 in the other channel 11 
and the mixer stage 25, the selection ?lter 26, the phase~shift 
ing network 27 and the adder 28 may be omitted. The sym 
metrical embodiment shown in FIG. l is however, to be 
preferred for practical reasons. 

It is furthermore to be noted that the single sideband signal 
occurring at the output of the transmission device can altema 
tively be demodulated in known manner with the aid of a car 
rier oscillation of the frequency fc--l/4'I' or ?+l/4T, depen 
dent on its frequency location. 

I claim: 
l. A device for transmitting bivalent information pulses of a 
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selected clock frequency comprising a network including a 
delay element and a difference producer coupled to said delay 
element, said network coupled to receive said information 
pulses; a plurality of channels coupled to said information 
?lter, each of said channels comprising the serial coupling in 
the order recited of a ?rst amplitude modulator, a channel 
low-pass filter having a cutoff frequency slightly higher than 
one quarter of the clock frequency, and a second amplitude 
modulator; a source of a ?rst carrier signal having a frequency 
substantially equal to one quarter of said clock frequency; 
means for applying said ?rst carrier signal to said ?rst am 
plitude modulators with phase shifts between all of said ap 
plied signals; a source of a second carrier signal; means for ap~ 
plying said second carrier signal to said second amplitude 
modulators with phase shifts between all of said applied 
signals substantially equal to said phase shifts in said ?rst carri 
er signals applied to said ?rst modulators in the respective 
channel; means for combining the outputs of said channels; 
and means for transmitting at least one pilot signal with said 
combined output signals. 

2. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein the delay time of 
said delay element is substantially equal to twice the clock 
frequency. _ 

3. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein the delay time of 
said delay element is substantially equal to four times the 
clock frequency. _ _ _ ‘ t _ t 

4. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein said transmitting 
means comprise a plurality of combination means located 
between said channel ?lters and said second amplitude modu 
lators within each of said channels respectively, each of said 
combination means being coupled to receive said respective 
phase shifted ?rst carrier signals. 

5. A device as claimed in claim I wherein said transmitting 
means comprise means for mixing said ?rst and second carrier 
signals and means for adding the mixing means output signal 
to said combined channel output signals. 

6. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein said transmitting 
means comprise means for adding said second carrier signal to 
the combined channel output signals. 

7. A device as claimed in claim ll wherein said transmitting 
means comprise an adding means located in one of said chan 
nels between said channel ?lter and said second amplitude 
modulator, said adding means being coupled to receive the 
respective phase shifted ?rst carrier signal. 

8. A device as claimed in claim 1 wherein both of said phase 
shift applying means cause a phase shift per channel equal to 
180° divided by the number of channels. 


